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Psychophysical single-pulse forward-masking~SPFM! recovery functions were measured for three
electrodes in each of eight subjects with the nucleus mini-22 cochlear implant. Masker and probe
stimuli were single 200-ms/phase biphasic current pulses. Recovery functions were measured at
several masker levels spanning the electric dynamic range of electrodes chosen from the apical,
middle, and basal regions of each subject’s electrode array. Recovery functions were described by
an exponential process in which threshold shift~in mA! decreased exponentially with increasing
time delay between the masker and probe pulses. Two recovery processes were observed: An initial,
rapid-recovery process with an average time constant of 5.5 ms was complete by about 10 ms. A
second, slow-recovery process involved less masking than the rapid-recovery process but
encompassed much longer time delays, sometimes as long as several hundred milliseconds.
Growth-of-masking slopes for the rapid process depended upon time delay, as expected in an
exponential recovery process. Unity slopes were observed at a time delay of 0 ms, whereas
progressively shallower slopes were observed at time delays of 2 ms and 5 ms. Many recovery
functions demonstrated nonmonotonicities or ‘‘facilitation’’ at very short masker-probe delays~1–2
ms!. Such nonmonotonicities were usually most pronounced at low masker levels. Time constants
for the rapid-recovery process did not vary systematically with masker level or with electrode
location along the implanted array. Most subjects demonstrated rapid-recovery time constants less
than 7 ms; however, the subject with the longest duration of deafness prior to implantation exhibited
clearly prolonged time constants~9–24 ms!. Time constants obtained on basal electrodes were
inversely related to word recognition scores. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1371762#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ts, 43.64.Me@SPB#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes psychophysical forward-mask
recovery functions obtained in human cochlear implant
teners using a specific stimulus paradigm in which b
masker and probe stimuli are single, biphasic current pul
We refer to this paradigm as ‘‘single-pulse forward mas
ing’’ ~SPFM!. SPFM recovery functions are of interest b
cause they are thought to reflect the refractory characteri
of underlying peripheral auditory nerve fibers~ANFs!. Be-
cause neural degeneration is likely to alter ANF refract
properties, SPFM recovery functions may provide an indi
tion of peripheral auditory neural status in cochlear impl
patients and may help to explain differences in subjects’ p
formance on psychophysical and speech recognition task
is important to distinguish SPFM from pulse-train forwa
masking ~PTFM!, which uses longer duration probe an
masker signals, since the two paradigms yield recovery fu
tions with quite different characteristics~Donaldson and Nel-
son, 1999!. Although differences between SPFM and PTF
are not well understood, it is likely that SPFM provides
more direct measure of short-term recovery processes
PTFM ~Donaldson and Nelson, 1999! and that SPFM is less

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
dan@tc.umn.edu
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affected than PTFM by central auditory phenomena such
temporal pattern recognition~Blamey and Dooley, 1993!.

Physiological SPFM recovery functions have been
ported in animals with implanted electrode arrays~Sty-
pulkowski and van den Honert, 1984; Milleret al., 1993;
Zhou et al., 1995! and in human cochlear implant listene
~Brown et al., 1990; Abbas and Brown, 1991; Brownet al.,
1996; Honget al., 1998!. Such functions are obtained b
presenting two identical current pulses in close succes
and measuring the amplitude of the neural response to
second pulse as a function of inter-pulse time delay. In g
eral, reported functions follow an exponential time course
recovery with time constants less than 5 ms. Animal stud
indicate that recovery time constants vary with spik
initiation site and with the morphological characteristics
fibers in deafened ears~Stypulkowski and van den Honer
1984; Miller et al., 1993; Zhouet al., 1995!. An intriguing
aspect of some physiologic SPFM functions is the existe
of level-dependent nonmonotonicities at very short time
lays ~,2 ms! ~Stypulkowski and van den Honert, 1984
Miller et al., 1993!.

Brown et al. ~1996! obtained both physiological an
psychophysical SPFM functions in a group of human c
chlear implant listeners. Psychophysical and physiolog
functions had similar recovery characteristics in many s
jects, suggesting that psychophysical SPFM measures
il:
2921(6)/2921/13/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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TABLE I. Subjects. Subject identifying code, gender, age when tested for the present study, etiolo
deafness~implanted ear!, duration of bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss prior to implantation, dept
electrode array insertion~mm from the round window, with 25 mm representing complete insertion!, duration
of implant use prior to the study, and percent-correct score on the NU-6 monosyllabic word test in quiet.
scores were obtained at a presentation level of 65 dB SPL with subjects using their own speech pr
programmed in the MPEAK~subject EJQ! or SPEAK ~all other subjects! speech processing strategy.

Subject
code M/F Age Etiology of deafness

Dur.
~years!

Depth
~mm!

CI
use

~years!
NU-6
~% C!

AGF m 79 Noise exposure; progressive SNHL 25 20 8 6
AMB m 56 Familial progressive SNHL 1 25 7 68
CJP m 31 Maternal rubella; progressive SNHL ,1 23 2 70
DAW f 59 Otosclerosis 10 25 1 40
EJQ f 54 Mumps; progressive SNHL 9 22 10 0
GPB m 59 Meningitis ,1 25 2 28
JPB m 61 Progressive SNHL 4 24 9 70
RFM m 66 Meniere’s disease 1 22 10 24
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primarily determined by mechanisms operating at the le
of the eighth nerve. In some subjects, psychophysical rec
ery was slower than physiological recovery, suggesting
central factors may secondarily affect psychophysical m
sures of SPFM in some listeners.

In an earlier study, Brown and Abbas~1990! demon-
strated an inverse correlation between recovery time c
stants obtained from physiological SPFM functions a
scores on word and sentence recognition tasks, althou
later report failed to confirm that relationship~Brown et al.,
1999!. These interesting findings suggests that SPFM t
constants could provide an index of peripheral auditory s
tus in individual cochlear implant patients. To our know
edge, the relationship between psychophysical SPFM re
ery characteristics and speech recognition has not yet b
evaluated.

In summary, the existing literature indicates that SPF
is a potentially important phenomenon in electric hear
and warrants further investigation. The present study w
designed to examine characteristics of psychophysical SP
recovery functions, including the general form of the SPF
recovery function, the dependence of recovery funct
shapes on masker level, and the extent to which recov
characteristics vary across cochlear implant listeners and
gions of the implanted array. Recovery functions were
tained from apical, middle and basal electrodes in each s
ject for masker levels ranging from 25 to 75% of the mas
dynamic range, and were analyzed using an expone
model of recovery. Slopes of growth-of-masking functio
derived from SPFM recovery functions were also evaluat

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Subjects were eight post-lingually deafened adults
planted with the Nucleus mini-22 electrode array a
receiver/stimulator. Table I displays relevant information
each subject, including age at implantation, etiology of de
ness, duration of hearing loss prior to implantation, durat
of implant use prior to participation in the study, and perfo
mance on the NU-6 monosyllabic word test in quiet.
oc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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Psychophysical recovery functions were measured
each of three test electrodes per subject. Test electrodes
distributed across the electrode array, with one electrode
the apical end of the array, one electrode near the middl
the array, and a third electrode near the basal end of
array.1 All subjects were stimulated in bipolar mode, usin
an electrode separation of 1.5 mm~BP11 mode! or the nar-
rowest separation greater than 1.5 mm that would all
maximum acceptable loudness to be achieved at realiz
current amplitudes. Table II lists the specific electrode pa
evaluated in each subject and corresponding bipolar sep
tions.

B. Stimuli and procedures

1. SPFM recovery functions

Experiments were controlled by a microcomputer co
nected through a parallel port to a specialized cochlear
plant interface~Shannonet al., 1990!. Stimuli were single,
biphasic current pulses with a per-phase duration of 200ms,
and a delay between phases of 44ms. Figure 1 illustrates the
stimulation protocol used to obtain SPFM recovery fun
tions. As shown in the figure, a single ‘‘masker’’ pulse w
presented first, followed at some time delay by a sin

TABLE II. Test electrodes. Subject identifying code, test electrodes
their bipolar separations. Electrode numbers increase from apex to
~research electrode numbering system, denoted by an ‘‘r’’ before elect
number!. Each electrode pair is referred to in the text by the high
numbered~more basal! electrode. Bipolar separation refers to the distan
between the active and reference electrodes in a given electrode pair. T
separations were 1.5 mm~BP11!, 2.25 mm~BP12!, 3.0 mm ~BP13! or
3.75 mm~BP14!.

Subject code
Test electrodes

~Bipolar separation!

AGF r12 ~BP12! r16 ~BP11! r21 ~BP11!
AMB r06 ~BP12! r12 ~BP12! r20 ~BP12!
CJP r05~BP12! r12 ~BP12! r19 ~BP12!
DAW r04 ~BP11! r17 ~BP11! r21 ~BP13!
EJQ r06~BP13! r11 ~BP13! r17 ~BP13!
GPB r05~BP11! r12 ~BP11! r20 ~BP11!
JPB r07~BP14! r11 ~BP14! r16 ~BP14!
RFM r05 ~BP11! r15 ~BP11! r20 ~BP11!
2922A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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‘‘probe’’ pulse. The current amplitude of the masker pul
was fixed, and for a particular time delay, the amplitude
the probe pulse was varied adaptively to determine mas
threshold. By varying the time delay between masker a
probe pulses in different adaptive tracks, a recovery func
was defined. In this report, time delay~ms! is measured be
tween masker offset and probe offset~Fig. 1 inset!, masker
and probe amplitudes are specified in microamperes~mA! of
current, and masked thresholds for the probe are specifie
terms of threshold shift~TS! in mA, i.e., the amplitude dif-
ference between the masked threshold of the probe (Ap) and
the unmasked threshold of the probe in quiet (A0p).2

2. Absolute thresholds and maximum acceptable
loudness levels

Prior to obtaining recovery functions for a particul
electrode, absolute detection threshold~THS! and maximum
acceptable loudness level~MAL ! were determined for the
single-pulse stimuli. THS was measured with a 3-inter
forced choice~3IFC! adaptive procedure similar to that use
for measuring masked thresholds~described below!. MAL
was measured with an ascending method of limits proced
in which single pulses, presented at a rate of 2/s, were slo
increased in amplitude until the subject indicated that lo
ness had reached a ‘‘maximum acceptable’’ level. Estima
for two consecutive ascending runs were averaged to ob
a single measure of MAL. THS and MAL were measured
the start of each test session for the particular electrode t
evaluated in that session. Values reported here represen
average of all measures obtained across sessions.

3. Masked thresholds

Forward-masked thresholds were obtained using a 3
adaptive procedure. The masker pulse was presented in
of three listening intervals. The probe pulse was presente
one of the three intervals, chosen randomly from trial to tr
at some fixed time delay following the masker pulse. T
subject’s task was to choose the ‘‘different’’ interval b
pressing the appropriate button on a three-button comp
mouse. Stimulus intervals were cued on a video monitor,

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the stimulus protocol used to measure si
pulse forward-masking recovery functions.
2923 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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correct-answer feedback was provided after each trial.
amplitude of the probe pulse was initially set 0.5 dB to 4 d
~depending on the dynamic range of the test electrode! above
the anticipated masked threshold. For the first four revers
probe level was altered according to a 1-down/1-up stepp
rule, with step size equal to 1 dB~about 6 current step unit
$CSUs%!.3 These initial reversals quickly moved the adapti
procedure into the target region for masked threshold. A
the fourth reversal, step size was reduced, typically to o
fourth of the initial step size, and a 3-down/1-up steppi
rule was assumed. This stepping rule estimates the stim
level corresponding to 79.4% correct discrimination~Levitt,
1971!. Step size was constant for all remaining trials. Tria
continued until a total of 12 reversals occurred. The mean
the final 8 reversals was taken as the masked threshold
mate.

Masked thresholds were determined in this manner fo
time delays from 1 ms to 256 ms, in octave steps, to defin
complete forward-masking recovery function. Each point
the recovery function was based on the average of 3 t
forward-masked threshold estimates. Data were obtaine
sets, where a single set included one adaptive track at e
time delay. Three to five sets were obtained with the orde
time delays alternated for consecutive sets~short-to-long
time delays alternated with long-to-short!. This allowed any
learning effects to be distributed across time delays. M
recovery functions were completed within a single test s
sion. At the end of a session, absolute threshold for the pr
pulse was re-measured to insure that no significant shift
unmasked threshold had occurred due to auditory fatigue

Recovery functions were obtained in this manner at s
eral masker levels distributed across each electrode’s
namic range. Four or five masker levels were assessed
electrodes with large dynamic ranges; fewer masker lev
were assessed when dynamic ranges were small. Only 1
masker levels were tested in five electrodes. For one sub
~AMB !, three masker levels were tested per electrode
only one or two of these produced sufficient threshold s
to allow fitting with exponential functions.

III. RESULTS

A. Characteristics of individual SPFM recovery
functions

1. Exponential function fits

Least-squares regression procedures were used to fi
dividual recovery functions with the equation

~Ap2A0p2C!5K•e2t/t, ~1!

whereAp is the forward-masked threshold of the probe~mA!,
A0p is the unmasked probe threshold~mA!, t is the masker-
probe time delay~ms!, t is the time constant of recover
from forward masking~ms!, andK andC are constants. The
constantC was included in Eq.~1! to accommodate residua
masking~incomplete recovery! observed in some recover
functions at moderate or long masker-probe delays. Such
sidual masking is commonly observed in acoustic forwa
masking experiments~Abbas and Gorga, 1981; Markman

le-
2923A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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FIG. 2. Single-pulse forward-masking recovery functions as a function of the time delay between masker offset and probe offset. Data are from suCJP,
who demonstrated short time constants for the rapid-recovery process~t ,7 ms! as well as relatively short time constants for the slow-recovery process. E
panel contains recovery functions for a single electrode~apical, middle, and basal electrodes, from left to right!. Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation fro
the mean. The parameter is masker level, expressed in the legend as the percentage of the dynamic range available on each electrode. Dynamic rach
electrode is given within the panel. Time constants are indicated byt for each rapid-recovery function and byt2 for the slow-recovery function obtained a
the highest masker level.
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1989; Oxenham and Moore, 1995!, but is not well under-
stood.

As described below, many recovery functions in t
present study exhibited two separate components, on
short time delays (t,10 ms) and the other at longer tim
delays (t.10 ms). In later descriptions of the data, the
components are referred to as the ‘‘rapid’’ and ‘‘slow’’ re
covery processes, respectively. Equation~1! was used to fit
each process independently over the subset of time delay
which it appeared to dominate the overall recovery functi
In most cases, the break-point between processes occurr
a time delay of about 10 ms. For convenience, fitting para
eters for the rapid-recovery process are specifiedt, K, and C,
and fitting parameters for the slow-recovery process
specifiedt2, K2, andC2.

2. Rapid- and slow-recovery processes

SPFM recovery functions for one subject~CJP! are
shown in Fig. 2. These functions are typical of functio
obtained from five of the eight subjects tested in the pres
study ~CJP, DAW, EJQ, JPB, and RFM!. Several genera
characteristics are demonstrated by recovery functions in
left panel of Fig. 2, which were obtained from CJP’s apic
test electrode~r05!. First, note that two distinct recovery pro
cesses are evident, a rapid-recovery process at short
delays~,10 ms!, and a slower process at longer time dela
~.10 ms!. Both the rapid and slow components are w
described by the exponential recovery process given in
~1!. Time constants for the rapid process~t! range from 2.3
ms to 6.5 ms for masker levels ranging from 14 to 68%
dynamic range. This particular electrode has a large dyna
range~20.2 dB!; thus, masker levels encompass a large ra
of current amplitudes~183–576mA!. Only a small amount
of masking is involved in the slow-recovery process, a
there is almost no residual masking at the longest time
2924 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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lays. Fitted time constants for the slow-recovery process~t2!
varied from approximately 40 ms to 120 ms for differe
masker levels. Only the time constant~39.5 ms! for the high-
est masker level~68% DR! is indicated in the figure.

The center and right panels of Fig. 2 show correspo
ing data for subject CJP’s middle and basal test electro
respectively. Note that the amount of masking for the slo
recovery process varies across electrodes, even thoug
three electrodes show similar time constants~3–6 ms! for the
rapid-recovery process. This suggests that the rapid-
slow-recovery processes are independent or only weakly
lated, and may stem from different physiological mech
nisms.

3. Facilitation at short time delays

For most electrodes, the rapid-recovery process was
described by a decaying exponential function defined by
~1!; however, clear departures were sometimes obser
The most common departure was a nonmonotonicity at s
time delays~1–2 ms! that resulted in masked thresholds th
were lower than those predicted by the exponential functi
We refer to this nonmonotonic behavior as ‘‘facilitation.
As discussed later, facilitation could stem from the sa
peripheral phenomenon underlying nonmonotonicities in
nerve SPFM recovery functions~Stypulkowski and van den
Honert, 1984; Milleret al., 1993!, or could reflect subjects
use of loudness cues at very short masker-probe delays
cilitation is demonstrated by CJP on electrode r05 at
lowest masker level~left panel in Fig. 2!, on electrode r12 at
all masker levels but more so at the lower levels~center
panel!, and on electrode r19 at the two lowest masker lev
~right panel!. Nineteen of the twenty-four electrodes tested
the present study exhibited facilitation at the shortest ti
delays for one or more masker levels, with the largest fac
tation usually occurring at the lowest masker levels. Wh
2924A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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FIG. 3. Single-pulse forward-masking recovery functions, as in Fig. 2. Data for subject AGF, who demonstrated long time constants for the rapidvery
process~.7 ms!, and no clear slow-recovery process. Residual masking is evident at long time delays, which may reflect a slow-recovery proces
exceptionally long time constant.
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facilitation was clearly present, masked thresholds at
shortest time delays were excluded from exponential cu
fits. This occasionally left too few remaining data points
short masker-probe delays to permit meaningful fits to
obtained, as was the case for electrode CJPr05 at the lo
masker level.

4. Atypical functions

Although five of eight subjects demonstrated recov
functions similar to those shown in Fig. 2, three subje
demonstrated distinctly different SPFM recovery charac
istics. Figure 3 shows the recovery functions for one su
subject, AGF, who demonstrated unusually long time c
stants for the rapid-recovery process, especially on
middle electrode, r16~t523–37 ms!. Slow-recovery pro-
cesses were not evident in this subject’s data; however, e
trode r16 showed substantial residual masking at long t
delays. This could indicate that a slow-recovery process
isted, but was not well defined within the range of time d
lays evaluated. Note that considerable facilitation was
served on r21. Also note that subject AGF has very p
word recognition~Table I!, suggesting a possible relation
ship between prolonged SPFM time constants and p
speech recognition.

Figure 4 shows data for a second subject, GPB, w
exhibited atypical recovery functions. GPB’s time consta
for the rapid-recovery process were not unusual~2–7 ms!;
however, time constants for the slow-recovery process w
prolonged~.200 ms! for all three electrodes, and there w
substantial residual masking present at long time delays
the apical and middle electrodes~r05 and r12!. Note that
strong facilitation was evident for both the apical and ba
electrodes~r05 and r20! and that these electrodes exhibit
extremely small dynamic ranges~3.2 and 2.3 dB, respec
tively!. Also notice that there is a clear demarcation betwe
rapid- and slow-recovery processes on the middle electr
~r12!.
2925 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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Figure 5 shows data for the third subject who demo
strated unusual recovery functions, subject AMB. The n
table aspect of these functions is the amount of facilitat
demonstrated at low masker levels and the fact that mas
thresholds were clearly lower than unmasked thresholds
some conditions involving low masker levels and short tim
delays. Time constants for the rapid-recovery process w
similar to those for CJP and other ‘‘typical’’ subjects.
second recovery process was evident on the middle elect
~r12! at the highest masker level, but there was no evide
of a second recovery process on electrodes r06 or r20, o
lower masker levels on r12.

B. Growth of masking

If an exponential model with a level-independent tim
constant is appropriate for describing the single-pulse rec
ery process, then the model should accurately predict the
at which single-pulse forward masking grows with mask
level at all time delays. To evaluate characteristics of grow
of masking~GOM! for the rapid-recovery process, parame
K in Eq. ~1! was expressed as a linear function of mas
sensation level (Am2A0m), as follows:

K5b1n•~Am2A0m!. ~2!

Substituting Eq.~2! for K in Eq. ~1! yields the following:

~Ap2A0p2C!5@b1n~Am2A0m!#•e2t/t. ~3!

This shows that for a time delay oft50 ms, the growth rate
of masking is equal ton, and the sensitivity to masking i
equal tob. For other values oft, Eq. ~3! shows that the rate
of growth of masking is inversely related tot. Growth of
masking slopes were evaluated for several values oft in or-
der to determine if the expected dependence of growth
on t was actually reflected in the data.

They-intercept,K ~value att50!, of recovery functions
fitted with Eq. ~3! provides a measure of response grow
rate that is independent of the time constant. In Fig. 6~A!,
2925A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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FIG. 4. Single-pulse forward-masking recovery functions, as in Fig. 2. Data for subject GPB, who demonstrated typical, short time constan
rapid-recovery process, but demonstrated unusually large amounts of masking at longer time delays together with extended time constants fow-
recovery process.
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values ofK for subjects’ rapid-recovery processes are plot
as a function of masker level inmA to obtain growth-of-
masking~GOM! functions at a time delay of 0 ms. A soli
line with a slope of 1.0 is shown for reference. Data for m
electrodes can be described by straight line functions w
unity slopes over a wide range of masker levels, but in so
cases the measurement detail~only two data points! is insuf-
ficient to obtain a valid determination of slope. Although t
individual GOM functions in Fig. 6~A! tend to have similar
slopes, their origins vary considerably due to differences
absolute threshold. Such differences are reduced by exp
ing masker level relative to absolute threshold, in sensat
level units, as shown in Fig. 6~B!. Each GOM function in
Fig. 6~B! was fitted with Eq.~3! to determine its slope,n,
and sensitivity constant,b. The average slope,n, across elec-
trodes was 1.01 and the average sensitivity constant,b, was
66 mA.4 The average slope indicates that effective mask
2926 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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due to a single-pulse masker tends to grow linearly with
sensation level of the masker~in mA!. The average sensitiv
ity constant suggests, by extrapolation, that single-pulse
ward masking begins when masker amplitude is slightly
low absolute threshold.

For time delays greater than 0 ms, Eq.~3! predicts that
GOM slopes will be shallower than the unity slope observ
at zero time delay, with slopes depending both upon the t
delay~t! and the time constant for recovery~t!. Figures 6~C!
and~D! show threshold shifts predicted by the fitted recove
curves at time delays of 2 and 5 ms. In these panels, b
threshold shift and masker level are expressed as a per
age of the dynamic range~%DR! available on the test elec
trode. This normalization, accomplished by dividing bo
threshold shift and masker level by the dynamic range inmA,
makes changes in GOM slope more apparent across e
trodes with widely different dynamic ranges.
s for the

el.
FIG. 5. Single-pulse forward-masking recovery functions, as in Fig. 2. Data for subject AMB, who demonstrated typical, short time constant
rapid-recovery process, but demonstrated particularly large facilitation effects at the shortest time delays, especially for the lower two maskerlevels. The
facilitation effect can be seen as an improvement in masked threshold as time delay becomes shorter than 2–4 ms, depending upon masker lev
2926A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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FIG. 6. Amount of masking as a func
tion of masker level. Amount of mask
ing ~threshold shift inmA! at a time
delay of 0 ms was obtained from th
intercepts~K! of exponential fits to the
rapid-recovery process of single-puls
forward masking.Panel (A): Amount
of masking ~K! as a function of the
physical masker level inmA. A slope
of 1.0 is shown by the wide line.Panel
(B): Amount of masking~K! as a func-
tion of the relative level of the maske
above absolute threshold. The avera
slope of the growth of masking a
td50 ms is shown by the wide line
Panel (C): Amount of masking~TS’ in
% DR! calculated for a time delay of 2
ms, as a function of masker sensatio
level expressed as % DR~mA!. The
average slope of the growth of mask
ing at td52 ms~0.67! is shown by the
gray line. A slope of 1 is shown by the
black line. Panel (D): Amount of
masking~TS’ in % DR! calculated for
a time delay of 5 ms, as a function o
masker sensation level expressed as
DR ~mA!. The average slope of the
growth of masking at a time delay of 5
ms ~0.37! is shown by the gray line. A
slope of 1 is shown by the black line
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Average GOM slopes were 0.67 att52 ms @panel~C!#
and 0.37 att55 ms@panel~D!#. Values oft that would yield
these average slopes were computed to be 5.1 ms at
time delays, which is close to the average measuredt of 5.5
ms. Conversely, this average value oft55.5 ms predicts
GOM slopes of 0.69 and 0.40, respectively, at time delay
2 and 5 ms@Eq. ~3!#. These predicted slopes are very close
the average slopes of 0.67 and 0.37 shown in Figs. 6~C! and
~D!. The similarity of predicted and measured values in
cates that the exponential recovery process adequately
scribes the data. Notice that the subject with the longest t
constant, AGF, exhibits the steepest GOM slope and
greatest amount of threshold shift at 2 and 5 ms@Figs. 6~C!
and ~D!#. The steep GOM slope is a direct consequence
this subject’s prolonged time constant, but the grea
amount of masking seems to be related to a relatively nar
dynamic range. This suggests the possibility that subje
with narrow dynamic ranges may be more susceptible to p
longed recovery from SPFM than those with wider dynam
ranges.

C. Group tendencies in SPFM recovery functions

1. Summary of fitting parameters

Table III summarizes recovery function parameters
all subjects and electrodes, for SPFM data obtained at
highest masker level~.60% DR!. For each test electrod
~denoted by research electrode number, rEL!, threshold and
dynamic range for the single-pulse probe~or masker! stimu-
lus are shown, together with fitting parameterst, K, andC
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for the rapid-recovery process. Exponential fits to the init
rapid-recovery process were excellent, as evidenced by c
ficients of determination (r 2) that averaged 0.98 across a
three masker levels~22 s.e.50.965!. Values for t2 are
shown for 19~out of 24! electrodes that clearly demonstrate
a second slow-recovery process. Exponential fits to the sl
recovery process were not as good, as evidenced by co
cients of determination that averaged 0.82 across all th
masker levels~22 s.e.50.757!. Table III also shows the rela
tive amounts of masking present at a time delay of 2 m
which were estimated from the fitted recovery function
Amount of masking is expressed in terms of a percentag
the dynamic range existing on each electrode~%DR!.

2. Masker level effects

The exponential model used to describe these data
sulted in time constants for the rapid-recovery process~t!
that were independent of masker level. As shown in Fig
values fort varied considerably across subjects, from 1.5
to 37.3 ms, but for individual electrodes did not vary syste
atically with masker level. Thus, the exponential recove
model defined by Eq.~1!, with a level-independent time con
stant, appears to adequately describe the SPFM recovery
cess. The average value oft across all subjects and elec
trodes was 5.5 ms. Only two subjects~AGF and EJQ!
consistently demonstrated time constants that were lon
than 7 ms, the value 2 standard errors above the m
~dashed line in Fig. 7!. As will be discussed later, these tw
subjects also performed poorest on the NU-6 word recog
2927A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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TABLE III. Recovery function parameters. Parameters obtained from exponential fits to single-pulse for
masked thresholds for each electrode at the highest masker level~Lm.60% DR!. ~See text.!

Subject
rEL

THS
~dB mA!

DR
~dB!

Lm
~% DR!

t
~ms!

k
~mA!

C
~mA! r 2

t2
~ms!

C2
~mA!

%DR
~td52ms!

AGF r12 55.1 3.1 68.3% 12.8 146.2 21.0 0.995 0.0 61
AGF r16 56.3 6.0 71.9% 23.6 416.0 100.0 0.990 100.0 74
AGF r21 55.0 4.1 75.2% 8.5 417.9 21.1 0.997 0.0 105
AMB r06 52.9 4.5 75.6% 4.1 176.0 13.0 0.990 0.0 41
AMB r12 51.0 6.3 75.8% 3.0 361.1 31.0 0.984 75.7 0.0 58
AMB r20 53.6 4.1 72.5% 2.4 265.6 219.5 0.943 219.5 34
CJP r05 42.6 18.6 67.9% 6.5 478.3 7.0 0.994 39.5 0.0 35
CJP r12 47.3 13.5 66.4% 4.0 492.5 89.5 0.999 34.2 0.0 45
CJP r19 40.5 18.8 78.2% 3.5 311.9 4.0 1.000 25.6 4.0 22
DAW r04 48.4 14.4 69.3% 3.4 1110.0 0.0 0.994 50.0 0.0 55
DAW r17 46.7 11.2 70.8% 1.7 556.8 23.0 0.997 55.8 0.0 34
DAW r21 47.6 12.4 82.3% 2.0 557.3 95.4 0.999 43.8 13.1 40
EJQ r06 48.8 12.6 75.5% 4.7 402.1 10.2 0.989 75.5 0.0 30
EJQ r11 48.7 12.4 76.7% 10.4 377.2 0.0 0.956 98.5 0.5 36
EJQ r17 48.9 8.8 74.3% 9.4 186.7 55.0 0.949 87.7 24.0 42
GPB r05 50.0 3.4 76.7% 5.9 134.4 23.0 1.000 345.3 0.0 79
GPB r12 44.0 9.1 70.5% 3.2 282.4 0.0 0.949 411.0 0.0 51
GPB r20 55.6 2.5 69.0% 6.6 162.8 39.0 0.989 389.5 0.0 78
JPB r07 47.8 6.5 76.7% 2.4 252.6 9.3 0.973 83.9 0.0 44
JPB r11 48.2 11.5 70.5% 2.0 491.4 57.2 0.999 23.5 1.6 33
JPB r16 49.8 8.2 79.7% 1.8 508.6 60.0 0.983 14.7 2.1 47
RFM r05 54.0 8.0 78.1% 2.6 672.3 18.5 1.000 43.1 0.0 44
RFM r15 44.2 11.4 84.6% 2.6 319.7 49.2 0.978 74.6 ¯ 45
RFM r20 51.2 7.0 80.7% 5.2 355.0 0.0 0.994 48.8 0.4 54
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tion test~see Table I!. One subject~GPB! demonstrated time
constants close to 7 ms on one electrode, but time cons
for his other two electrodes were closer to the mean.

3. Effects of electrode location

To examine whether recovery function parameters
fered for electrodes located in the apical, middle, or ba
regions of the electrode array, single factor repeat
measures ANOVAs were performed for the measurest, K,
t2 and threshold shift att52 ms andt55 ms. None of the
resultingF ratios approached statistical significance. This
dicates that neither the recovery from SPFM nor the amo
of masking at any time delay varied consistently according
electrode region. Repeated-measures ANOVAs simila
showed that neither absolute threshold nor dynamic ra
varied systematically with electrode location.

4. Correlations among fitting parameters

Comparisons were made between measures of dyna
range~DR!, absolute threshold~THS!, maximum acceptable
loudness level~MAL !, and parameters of the SPFM recove
functions ~t, K, C, t2, K2, and threshold shift at differen
delay times!. There was a significant negative correlati
(R520.99; p,0.01! between DR and THS for the bas
electrodes, but that relationship was weaker for the mid
and apical electrodes~R520.63 and20.78, respectively!.
Correlations between DR and MAL were positive but n
significant for apical, middle, and basal electrodes~R
50.71, 0.10, and 0.57, respectively!. This suggests tha
larger dynamic ranges are primarily determined by low
THS levels rather than higher MAL levels. There were
significant relations among the other parameters. The lac
oc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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significant correlations between parameters of the rap
recovery process~t, K, C! and the slow-recovery process~t2,
K2! supports our earlier speculation that these two proce
operate independently and are governed by different ph
ological mechanisms.

5. Correlations with word recognition scores

As mentioned earlier, Brownet al. ~1990! demonstrated
an inverse correlation between recovery time constants m
sured with an electrophysiological SPFM procedure a

FIG. 7. Time constants for the rapid-recovery process as a function
masker level. Time constants were obtained from exponential fits of sin
pulse forward-masking recovery functions. The dashed line indicates
standard errors above the mean. Time constants for outlying subject
identified in the legend with separate symbols, those for the rest of
subjects are plotted as filled circles.
2928A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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speech recognition scores in a group of 10 users of
Ineraid cochlear implant. To determine whether a similar
lationship existed for the present subjects, NU-6 word rec
nition scores~Table I! were compared with SPFM time con
stants for subjects’ apical, middle, and basal electro
~Table III!. An inverse relationship between word recogn
tion andt was observed for all electrode locations; howev
a statistically significant correlation coefficient was obtain
only for the basal location~R520.89, p,0.01!. A scatter-
plot of the basal electrode data is shown in Fig. 8~A!. Com-
parable data are replotted from Brownet al. ~1990! in Fig.
8~B!.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Exponential recovery process

An important finding of this study was that recove
from psychophysical single-pulse forward masking can
accurately described by recovery processes in which
amount of threshold shift produced by a masker pulse rec
ers exponentially in time. Two recovery processes were
served, a rapid-recovery process and a slow-recovery
cess. Our findings indicate that the rapid-recovery proc
was dominant and could be measured from all test e
trodes. The rapid-recovery process required only a sin
time constant to account for recovery data obtained ove
wide range of masker amplitudes. The average rap
recovery time constant across 24 electrodes in eight sub
was 5.5 ms, with a standard error of 0.75 ms. This me
that approximately 95% of electrodes in a similar cochl
implant population would be expected to demonstrate t
constants shorter than 7 ms. The slow-recovery process
inconsistent across subjects and electrodes, with time
stants ranging from 20 to 400 ms, and in some cases was
evident at all.

In this study, threshold shift was specified in terms
microamperes of current. That is, the effect of the mas
was specified as a difference inmA between the forward-
masked threshold and absolute threshold. This differs fr
the traditional approach in acoustic hearing that speci
threshold shift as a ratio of masked threshold to abso
threshold, i.e., in decibels. In electric hearing, dynam
ranges are small and, therefore, threshold shift in decibe
also small~,10 dB!. This predicts that good exponential fi
can be obtained whether threshold shift is expressed in d
bels or inmA. In fact, refitting the present data using decibe
of threshold shift produced similar time constants with on
slightly poorer fits. Even so, it seems appropriate to spe
threshold shift in terms of linearmA of current, since the
compressive nonlinearities in acoustic hearing are a pro
of cochlear processes that are absent in electric hearing

Loudness matches obtained in listeners with acou
hearing in one ear and electric hearing in the opposite
suggest that linear changes inmA of current are proportiona
to decibels of acoustic sound pressure~Eddington et al.,
1978; Zeng and Shannon, 1992!. Thus, the use of linearmA
of current as the input to a more central adaptation mec
nism in electric hearing is consistent with the use of decib
as the input to the same central adaptation mechanism
2929 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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acoustic hearing~Duifhuis, 1973; Nelson and Freyman
1987; Nelson and Pavlov, 1989!.

Also note that we chose to describe the recovery proc
as aneffectof the masker that recovers over time and not
a decay in the physical amplitude of the masker. This
because the recovery curves all tended to asymptote at a
lute threshold. None of the rapid- or slow-recovery curv
were well fit using an equation that described exponen
decay as a function of masker amplitude.

The exponential recovery process used to fit SPFM
covery curves, described by Eq.~3!, is essentially identical to
the recovery process used by Brownet al. to describe their
physiological ~1990, 1996! and psychophysical~1996! re-
covery curves. The principal difference is that Brownet al.
normalized their functions to the masked threshold at so
short time delay, thereby eliminating differences in t
amount of masking across subjects~normalization does no
affect time-constant estimates!, and they did not include a
constant~C! to describe residual masking at longer time d
lays. Time constants~inverses of reported recovery slope!
for their physiological data ranged from 4.5 to 12.2 m
across 10 subjects. Time constants for their psychophys
data for six electrodes in four subjects, estimated with
fitting procedures, ranged from 2.2 to 14.7 ms.

In summary, both the form of the recovery curve d
scribed by Eq.~3! and the range of time constants obtain
across subjects and electrodes in the present study, are
sistent with data from previous physiological and psych
physical studies. About three-fourths of recovery functio
reported in existing studies have time constants shorter
7 ms, roughly similar to eighth-nerve refractory time co
stants measured in normal and acutely deafened ears.
remaining psychophysical functions have time consta
longer than 7 ms, perhaps indicating unusual amounts
types of auditory nerve degeneration.

B. GOM slopes

GOM slopes in this study decreased with time delay
expected in an exponential recovery process. Our anal

FIG. 8. Scattergrams of speech scores and time constants~t! of SPFM
recovery functions. Panel~A! Data for basal electrodes of subjects in th
present study, for whom time constants were measured using a psychop
cal ~PSY! SPFM procedure. Panel~B! Data for subjects from Brownet al.
~1990!, for whom time constants from monopolar basal electrodes of
Ineraid cochlear implant were obtained using an electrically evoked ac
potential~EAP! measure of SPFM recovery.
2929A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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indicate that effective masking~amount of masking at zero
time delay! grows linearly with masker sensation level e
pressed inmA, and that GOM slope is determined by th
recovery time constant,t, and the time delay,t. This finding,
that GOM slopes can be predicted from the recovery ti
constant, supports the validity of an exponential model
describing SPFM recovery.

C. Residual threshold shift and the slow-recovery
process

One of the differences between previous work and
present study is our use of aC constant to reflect residua
threshold shift and improve exponential fits to the SPF
recovery curves. As indicated in Table III,C constants for
the rapid-recovery process ranged from 0 to 100mA. These
constants were typically associated with a clearly defin
slow-recovery process~e.g., CJP in Fig. 2!. In some cases
however, substantial residual masking existed but no sec
recovery process was apparent, perhaps because suffic
long time delays were not evaluated~e.g., AGF in Fig. 3!.
Examination of the Brownet al. ~1996! psychophysical re-
covery functions suggests that the use of an additive cons
might have improved some of their exponential fits~e.g.,
IS24 3–4 in their Fig. 12!. This was not true of their EAP
~electrically evoked action potential! recovery functions,
however, suggesting that threshold shifts at long mas
probe time delays~residual masking or a well-defined slow
recovery process! represent some form of adaptation orig
nating central to the eighth nerve. Further evidence for thi
provided by the Brownet al. ~1996! finding that psycho-
physical SPFM functions exhibited slower recovery th
EAP SPFM functions in some subjects at time delays lon
than 2–5 ms. Although procedural differences in psyc
physical and EAP forward-masking procedures could c
tribute to such differences, both their findings and ours
consistent with the existence of two recovery processes
initial rapid process associated with eighth-nerve relative
fractoriness, and a second slower process that may be a
ciated with more central adaptation.

D. Level-independent time constants

The present study represents the first thorough exam
tion of the level dependence of the recovery time constan
SPFM. From Fig. 7 it is clear that there were no system
changes in time constant across masker levels, either w
or across subjects and electrodes. That is, time constan
this study were level independent. A similar finding was
cently reported by Honget al. ~1998!, who found that recov-
ery time constants were unaffected by masker level as l
as masker level exceeded probe level. This was generally
case in our study, and in those instances where probe l
did exceed masker level the differences were small. Th
findings of the two studies are consistent. Note, howev
that it would not be surprising to observe a masker-le
effect under conditions in which probe level substantia
exceeded masker level. In that circumstance, the probe c
excite a significantly larger population of auditory nerve
bers than the masker and recovery functions might be
2930 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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affected by the refractory characteristics of individual ne
rons excited by the masker than by the recruitment of n
fibers by the probe. Under more typical conditions in whi
masker level exceeds or is similar to probe level, our d
indicate that an exponential recovery process with a lev
independent time constant adequately describes the r
process of SPFM recovery.

E. Electrode location effects

In the present study, SPFM recovery parameters did
vary systematically with electrode location, suggesting t
underlying neural characteristics did not vary consisten
with cochlear location across subjects. This finding agr
with Brown’s findings for EAP recovery functions~Brown
et al., 1996!. Note, however, that for individual subjects i
the present study, rapid-process time constants somet
showed large differences for apical, middle and basal
electrodes~Table III!. Four subjects exhibited time constan
that were 2–2.7 times larger on one electrode than ano
~AGF, GPB, RFM, and EJQ!, suggesting local differences i
neural survival along the cochlear partition. Additional ev
dence for local effects of neural survival is provided by
recent comparison of EAP recovery curves obtained w
monopolar and bipolar stimulation~Brown et al., 1996!. Mo-
nopolar stimulation produced nearly identical recovery fun
tions in a group of nine subjects, whereas bipolar stimulat
produced more variable function shapes in a group of
subjects~see their Fig. 8!. One interpretation of this finding
is that bipolar stimulation sampled more discrete regions
the cochlear partition than monopolar stimulation, there
allowing local differences in neural survival to have a grea
influence on results.

F. Comparison with eighth-nerve recovery functions

Examination of physiological data from animals su
ports the hypothesis that the rapid-recovery process see
human SPFM functions reflects refractory properties of
eighth-nerve response. Stypulkowski and van den Hon
~1984! measured EAP recovery functions in normal-hear
and short-term deafened cats, and identified two compon
of the EAP on the basis of latency-intensity characterist
The shorter-latencyN0 component was thought to arise fro
stimulation of auditory nerve fibers’ central processes~ax-
ons!, whereas the longer-latencyN1 component was though
to arise from fibers’ peripheral processes~dendrites!. Refrac-
tory functions were examined forN1 responses in normal
hearing and ototoxically-deafened animals who were p
sumed to have normal dendrites and axons, and forN0
responses in laminectomized animals who were presume
have functional axons but no dendrites. BothN1 and N0
recovery functions showed complete or near-complete rec
ery at masker-probe delays of 4 ms, consistent with recov
time constants of about 2–3 ms. Milleret al. ~1993! identi-
fied two wave I components in the guinea pig EABR, ana
gous to theN0 andN1 responses studied by Stypulkows
and van den Honert~1984!. Recovery was significantly faste
for wave Ia~similar toN0, axonal stimulation! than for wave
Ib ~similar toN1, dendritic stimulation!, but exponential time
2930A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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constants for both waves were always less than 5 ms. Re
ery functions for short-term deafened animals in the Mil
et al. study were similar to those in normal-hearing anima
but showed greater variability across individuals. Zhouet al.
~1995! measured EABR recovery functions in mice wi
myelin-deficient auditory nerve fibers. The myelin-deficie
mice demonstrated slightly but significantly slower recove
than normal controls; however, recovery time constants w
again about 2–3 ms for both myelin-impaired and norm
animals.

The similarity of SPFM time constants in normal an
short-term deafened animals, as well as most human
jects, suggests that recovery characteristics at the level o
eighth nerve are relatively insensitive to deafness-rela
changes in fiber morphology and density. As discussed
low, an important exception to this may occur in the case
long-term deafness. The human psychophysical data do
allow differentiation of axonal versus dendritic excitatio
mechanisms, as there are not clear differences among f
tions with time constants less than 5 ms. However, the
tribution of psychophysical time constants across electro
and subjects~mean 5.5 ms, with a standard error of 0.75 m!
is broader than that seen in animals~typical range 2–3 ms!.
This could imply that the proportion of neural respons
stemming from axonal versus dendritic excitation var
across subjects and electrodes, and that SPFM functions
the shortest time constants involve only axonal excitation

G. Extended time constants and long-term deafness

Most of Brown and Abbas’ subjects~Brownet al., 1990;
Abbas and Brown, 1991; Brownet al., 1996! evaluated with
physiological and psychophysical measures of SP
showed complete recovery at time delays of 4–6 ms~t,5
ms!, consistent with animal data described above. Howe
a few showed noticeably slower recovery~t.10 ms!, similar
to that shown psychophysically by subject AGF in t
present study. It is possible that prolonged recovery times
indicative of severe neural degeneration associated
long-term deafness. Information regarding individual su
jects’ duration of deafness is not provided in Brown a
Abbas’ studies; however, our subject AGF was profoun
deaf for 25 years prior to cochlear implantation, far long
than other subjects in this study. Subject AGF was also
oldest of our group~79 years!, suggesting that age could b
another factor contributing to prolonged recovery.

Physiologic factors that could account for prolongati
of SPFM time constants in long-term deafness involve
recovery time constants of individual auditory nerve fibe
and the density of residual neurons in the region of electr
stimulation. Recovery rates of individual fibers affect t
likelihood that fibers responding to the masker pulse w
respond again to the probe pulse at short time delays
subjects with long-term deafness, it is conceivable that
myelination of fibers’ axonal processes~Leake and Hradek
1988! or reduced fiber diameters could prolong individu
fiber time constants~Paintal, 1966!, thereby contributing to
prolonged SPFM time constants. Neural density is likely
influence the proportion of stimulated fibers that respond
the masker and are in a refractory state when the probe p
2931 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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occurs. The proportion of refractory fibers should vary
versely with the time constants measured in SPFM and
least intuitively, should vary inversely with neural densit
Thus, reduced neural density may also be associated
prolongation of SPFM time constants. A number of hum
and animal studies have shown that the density of functio
auditory neurons decreases following deafness, and tha
number of viable fibers may be severely reduced in so
cases of long-term deafness. Subjects with severe ne
depletion would also be those most likely to exhibit morph
logical changes resulting in prolonged recovery for in
vidual fibers, suggesting that both factors may operate
tandem to prolong SPFM time constants. Subject EJ
hearing loss was attributed to mumps, one of several viru
that can cause severe cochlear damage~Schuknecht, 1974!
and associated neural degeneration. EJQ also demonst
prolonged rapid-recovery constants for two electrodes~t’s
more than two standard errors above the mean!, consistent
with the idea that prolonged time constants are indicative
neural degeneration. An evaluation of SPFM recovery fu
tions in a larger population of cochlear implantees with va
ing durations of deafness and etiologies of hearing los
needed to further address this possibility.

H. Facilitation

The effect that we refer to a psychophysical facilitati
was observed for nearly all electrodes evaluated in
present study at one or more masker levels. In general
cilitation was stronger at lower masker levels than at hig
masker levels; however, masker level did not have a syst
atic effect on the amount of facilitation observed for ind
vidual electrodes.

It is interesting that nonmonotonicities similar to the f
cilitation seen here exist in the eighth-nerve measures
SPFM described earlier, suggesting that facilitation may
flect some physiological phenomenon at the level of
eighth nerve. Stypulkowski and van den Honert~1984! pro-
pose two mechanisms to explain this phenomenon with
spect to theirN1 recovery functions~p. 220!, both of which
depend on the existence of intact dendrites. However,
not clear whether the mechanisms they propose are co
tent with the Milleret al. data~1993!, in which nonmonoto-
nicities at 1–2 ms were observed for both wave Ia~presumed
axonal! and wave Ib~presumed dendritic! responses.

A second possible explanation for facilitation in th
present data involves loudness summation. Whiteet al.
~1984! observed in one subject that the loudness of t
equal-amplitude pulses increased considerably as inter-p
separation was reduced from 6 ms to 0.5 ms. This imp
that significant loudness summation can occur when
pulses are presented in close succession. Consistent
this, our subjects frequently reported using a loudness cu
discriminate the signal interval at short time delays~1–2
ms!, but reported different perceptual cues~e.g., hearing two
separate pulses! at longer time delays. Because loudne
summation decreases with interpulse interval, this expla
tion is consistent with our observation that facilitation w
greatest at the shortest time delays.
2931A. Nelson and G. S. Donaldson: Single-pulse forward masking
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Loudness summation can also account for the fact
facilitation tended to be larger at lower masker levels than
higher masker levels. At the short time delays where fac
tation is observed, refractoriness prevents individual ne
fibers from responding to both the masker and probe pul
thus, loudness summation can only occur when differ
groups of fibers respond to the two stimuli. High-lev
maskers elicit responses from a large proportion of stim
lated fibers, leaving few fibers to respond to the probe.
contrast, low-level maskers excite a smaller proportion
fibers, with the result that many fibers are available to
spond to the probe. Presuming that loudness summation
creases with the number of fibers responding to the pro
then greater loudness summation should occur at low ma
levels, as seen in the present data. A similar relations
between probability of response and loudness summa
was recently proposed by McKay and McDermott~1998!.

A related phenomenon has been observed in single-
neural responses to subthreshold pulse pairs~Eddington
et al., 1978; Butikofer and Lawrence, 1979; Dynes and D
gutte, 1995; Eddingtonet al., 1995!. When subthreshold
pulses are presented in pairs, with a short time delay betw
them~,4 ms!, they can elicit a neural response even thou
the pulses are up to 6 dB below their individual neural ex
tation thresholds. Whether the physiological mechanisms
derlying the present demonstrations of suprathreshold fa
tation are the same as those responsible for s
subthreshold facilitation is not known. However, it is inte
esting that the largest suprathreshold facilitation is see
lower masker levels. Additional studies are needed to qu
tify the facilitation effects observed here in SPFM, to det
mine whether they are related to subthreshold facilitati
and to determine how such facilitation effects might mod
the perceptions of longer pulse trains.

I. Correlations with word recognition

A significant negative correlation was obtained in th
study between SPFM recovery time constants for basal e
trodes and word recognition scores. This finding echoes
sults previously reported for EAP measures of refractorin
~Brown et al., 1990!, but is primarily due to the data for two
subjects ~AGF and EJQ! who demonstrated the lowes
speech scores. In addition, it is not clear why correlat
coefficients were not significant for middle and apical ele
trodes. Evaluation of similar measures in a much lar
population of cochlear implant listeners is needed to cla
possible relationships between SPFM time constants and
formance on speech recognition tests.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Recovery from single-pulse psychophysical forwa
masking can be described by an exponential recovery
cess in which the amount of threshold shift~in mA! produced
by a single-pulse masker recovers exponentially in tim
Time constants average 5.5 ms across subjects and
trodes, with a standard error of 0.75 ms. Time constants
independent of masker level and do not vary systematic
2932 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001 D.
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with electrode location. However, they can differ signi
cantly with electrode location in individual subjects.

Response to the masker grows linearly with mas
level ~in mA! at a time delay of 0 ms. Growth rates at long
time delays are shallower than 1, and are determined by
level-independent time constant. This behavior is consis
with an exponential recovery process.

The addition of a constant residual threshold shift i
proves the exponential fit to most SPFM recovery curv
consistent with the existence of a second, slower recov
process. In some cases, the slower recovery process is
ciently well defined to be fitted with a second exponent
process with a longer time constant.

The rapid-recovery process of psychophysical SP
has a time constant less than 5–7 ms, consistent with eig
nerve refractoriness. The slower recovery process exh
time constants that are too long to attribute to eighth-ne
refractoriness and likely reflects more central processes.

Prolonged time constants for the rapid-recovery proc
~.7 ms! may reflect altered mechanisms of neural excitat
associated with long-term deafness.

There is some evidence that prolonged SPFM time c
stants are associated with poor speech recognition; howe
a larger data set is needed to better evaluate this possib
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1Facial nerve stimulation restricted electrode selection in two subjects~AGF
and DAW!. For these subjects, test electrodes were distributed acros
range of stimulable electrodes.

2The ordinate in Fig. 1 is shown in linear units~mAmps! of threshold shift to
illustrate that masked threshold recovers asymptotically to absolute p
threshold, i.e., the recovery process involves the recovery of aneffect
~threshold shift! to zero, not the recovery of a physical stimulus down
some physical reference. All later figures express masked thresholds in
way ~i.e., they show threshold shift inmAmps on the ordinate!. The ab-
scissa in Fig. 1 is shown in linear units of time delay between masker
probe to illustrate the exponential nature of the recovery process. Bec
the range of time delays evaluated in this experiment is large, later fig
use a logarithmic scale to show time delay on the abscissa.

3A CSU is the smallest change in current realizable with the implan
stimulator. The decibel step size corresponding to one CSU varies slig
across the dynamic range and among individual implanted stimulators
is usually between 0.1 and 0.3 dB.

4Fittable SPFM recovery curves at two or more masker levels were obta
from only seven of the subjects, because AMB’s recovery curves were
well fit for the highest masker level. Of those seven subjects, one elect
exhibited a negative slope~AGFr12!, which was not included in the aver
ages across electrodes reported here.
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